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Vibrations nues dématérialisant un nu habillé de vibrations super-nues
(Nude Vibrations Dematerializing a Clothed Nude of Super-nude Vibrations)

Date: 1956
Technique: Oil on canvas
Dimensions: 43.2 x 30.5 cm
Signature: Signed and dated lower left corner: Dalí 1956
Provenance

- Carstairs Gallery, New York
- Mrs. Charles Allen, Jr.
- Auctioned at Sotheby's, New York, November 1997

Observations

This work was shown under the title "Vibrations Nues Dematerialiscant (sic) un Nu Habillé de Vibrations Supernues" in the exhibition Salvador Dalí at the Carstairs Gallery in New York from in 1956-1957.
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